
 

VESPA CLUB MACERATA 
 

 

Event Privacy Rules: 

"Grand Circuit of the Sibillini" 

Pursuant to and for the purposes of Article 13 of European Regulation no. 2016/679 (hereinafter 

referred to as the 

"Regulations"), we provide you with the following information regarding the processing of 

personal data that you provide us with in relation to registration and participation in the Gran 

Circuito dei Sibillini. 

1. Data Controller 

The Data Controller is Vespa Club Macerata (C.F.93056760437) with registered office in Macerata, 

Via Panfilo, 19; tel +39 327 5427556, e-mail address macerata@vespaclubditalia.it hereinafter 

Vespa Club Macerata, in the physical person of the President. 

 

2. Personal data 

Personal data means any information that relates to you and relates to you. Specifically, the 

processing may concern the following data: name, surname, 

Membership, role in the organization, address, municipality, province, nationality, telephone 

numbers and e-mail address, license plate and chassis of the vehicles owned, hereinafter referred 

to as "data". 

 

3. Purpose of the processing 

Your data will be processed for the following purposes: 

1. Registration and participation in the event "GRAN CIRCUITO DEI SIBILLINI"; 

2. Sending material related to the event; 

3. Creation and dissemination of audio, video and photographic recordings related to the 

event; 

4. Legal basis for the processing 

The processing of your Data for the purposes indicated in point 3) above is based on the consent 

you have expressed. 

 

5. Processing methods 

Within the scope of the purposes indicated in point 3 above, the processing of your Data will take 

place in paper form and by electronic means, in compliance with the regulatory provisions on the 

processing of personal data, adopting the appropriate security measures. 

The processing of your Data will be managed by personnel specially trained and instructed by the 

Vespa Club Rovereto in the person of the President pro tempore, precisely to ensure adequate 

security and confidentiality, as well as to avoid the risk of loss and/or destruction and access by 

unauthorized parties. 
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6. Communication and dissemination of Data 

Within the limits strictly pertinent to the purposes indicated in point 3 above, your Data may be 

communicated to specifically authorised parties within the Vespa Club d'Italia. 

The audio, video and photographic recordings made during the event depicting you may be 

published, at the same time and/or after the event itself, on the web, on social networks, in 

newspapers or periodicals, in brochures and audio/video supports solely for information and 

promotional purposes of Vespa activities. 

7. Data Retention Period 

Your Data will be stored for a period of 1 year from the date of collection, without prejudice to the 

possibility of revocation of consent. 

8. Rights of the data subject 

With reference to your Data, you have the right to ask the Vespa Club Macerata, in the manner 

indicated by the Regulation: 

• access, in the cases provided; 

• the rectification of inaccurate Data and the integration of incomplete Data; 

• the deletion of Data for the reasons provided, such as when they are no longer 

necessary with respect to the purposes indicated above or are not processed in 

compliance with the Regulation; 

• the restriction of processing for the hypotheses provided, such as in the case of contesting 

the accuracy of the Data and it is necessary to verify its correctness; 

• portability, i.e. the right to receive and transmit, in the cases provided, said Data to 

another data controller; 

• objection to processing, in the cases provided for. 

You also have the right to withdraw your consent at any time without affecting the lawfulness of 

the processing carried out before its withdrawal. 

9. Complaint 

If you believe that the processing of your Data violates the provisions contained in the Regulation, 

you have the right to lodge a complaint with the Guarantor for the protection of personal data in 

accordance with the provisions of art. 77 of the Regulation. 

10. Nature of the provision of Data 

The provision of your Data is optional, but a necessary requirement for participation in the event, 

failure to provide such Data will make it objectively impossible to participate in it. 

Refusal to make and disseminate audio, video and photographic recordings made on the 

occasion of the event, depicting your person, may make it impossible to participate in the event 

itself. 
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